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Part 7 – Social Engineering on the Electronic Frontier

By Binarysequence - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=34808007
Summary – What We’ve Proved So Far

- US economy driven by military
- Silicon Valley driven by military
- Military non-kinetic & non-linear warfare SV psyops, RMA
- BM started next to military base, moved next to one
- Many BM founders with military/intel background
- Military does testing/prototyping at BM
- Satanism/Presidio; Burning Man/Presidio; Burning Man/Satanism perfect fit with values and goals of Church of Satan
- Temporary Autonomous Zone vision of a pedophile occultist
- Occult = Secret Society = Military/Intelligence
- Google=Deep State=A.I. nebulous entity launched at Burning Man

SV psyops – the 7th Psychological Operations Group moved from the Presidio to the heart of Silicon Valley, the Lockheed/Googleplex around Moffett Field
RMA – Revolution In Military Affairs. This includes Less Than Lethal Warfare, Artificial Intelligence, non-kinetic actions such as psyop, Alternate Reality Game, Live Action Role Play

CLIP Non-kinetic, shamans: https://vimeo.com/175159808
Scalia is a neocon http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Antonin_Scalia

Direct and Adjacent Intelligence ties:

**ADJACENT:**

Will Roger Peterson – 20 years on RIT faculty, photography; moved to SF from Rochester the year it was exposed as a CIA front. Worked for CIA Richard Rose, then married Crimson Rose. Crimson Rose – named after Aleister Crowley (British Intelligence), or possibly hubby’s boss Richard Rose (CIA)
Leo Villareal – working as programmer for Interval Research when he first went to BM; contractor for SAIC; Bohemian Grove
Chris Bently – father linked to Aerojet Rocketdyne
Chris Weitz – father was OSS
John Law – father was decorated military veteran
Megan Miller – ran Bay Area and LGBT for Barbara Boxer on House Armed Services Committee https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbara_Boxer
Chip Conley – Esalen trustee, owned hotels with Timothy Leary and the Pritzkers
Jerry James - Air Force brat

---

**Summary: Military/Intel BM Involvement?**

- CEO Goodell Department of Defense contracting veteran before BAE; family ties to neocon Scalia, 5 year black hole
- Founder Mikel Navy Syri, participated in psy-ops, crypto-missions, Stanford drug experiments, Federal fugitive, 14 year black hole
- Founder Harvey Army 5 yrs Israeli Chief of Naval Operations, Navy Commanders; Masonic family
- PR guy Graham, Lockheed Martin 5 yrs, leaves it off his bio, NASA, Pentagon
- Propaganda Minister Mangrum Air Force Intelligence 10 yrs degree #1 Top Secret school, medals
- Head of IT Gallagher, 5 yrs military contractor degrees #5/#6 Top Secret schools, NSA center of excellence
- Gate guy Perry, Army Intelligence 10 yrs
- High proportion of original team with Defense backgrounds
- Direct (14) and Adjacent (17) Mil/Intel ties of early founders
- Network run by people from Pentagon provided by an unknown “participant”
- Started at base, moved to base Pat Ryan, Lockheed Martin, Range NRS Fallon
- Fleet Week and Decompression same time
- Connections to Presidio, Bohemian Grove, SRI, Pentagon, CFR, DARPA
- Notable military Burners Chairman, Brand, Warner, Darmer, Clark Joint Chiefs of Staff/NATO
- Broad spectrum of government agencies involved (BM “O” security clearance; informants hand out MDAs
- Military testing emerging technologies austerism environment
- Specifically linked to Family of Man by WIRED (early days, Democratic surround, propaganda)
Walks, Quacks Like A Duck...

EITHER

It is a deliberate Psychological Operations project which turned out to be very effective

OR

A bunch of psy-ops people created an event (by chance) next to the psy-ops headquarters and then moved it (by chance) next to a Navy Electronic Warfare range and (by chance) they incorporated the standard elements of psy-ops in it...and then (by chance) it turned out to have similar methods and results to a deliberate psy-op

...without anyone involved ever connecting each others’ Defense backgrounds with their day-to-day activities

“A culture will emerge that has all the richness of tribal culture, with the function required of high tech. The individual will shine through the uniformity”


Standard elements of PSYOP?

Tools of Propaganda:

Radio station
Newspaper
Newsletter/zine
Mailing List
Confusion
Plausible Deniability
Consensus management
Groupthink
Shaming
Ideology
Charismatic leader
Utopian/Messianic vision

Psyop = leading people to believe something you engineered
Conclusion

Greatest PSYOP of all time?
- Influence the influential, bedazzle with blinky lights, entrance with trance music, break patterns, re-program, “trans-form”
- Larger period of time (30+ yrs) and broader, more iconic global reach than War of the Worlds or Captain Planet
- Economic significance of Billionaire Burners, Silicon Valley engineers, and cultural creatives
- Occult ritual to shepherd in the transhumanist Age of Horus (neo-Feudalism, new Dark Ages)
- Used to recruit and manipulate networks of networks, segment social groups, imprint ideology and deliver memes

Acid Tests 2.0 Stewart Brand, #1 authority: “Burning Man has surpassed in every way the various things we were attempting to do with the Acid Tests”

Publicly & repeatedly linked to NWO, brainwashing, cults, Satanism by Founders

Paradox: heavy government presence & prolific drug use

When same time as birth of Internet/web/cyberspace
Where military bases, PSYOP HQ, Silicon Valley, remote Nevada tax havens, Free Trade Zone
Who ex-military people, tech industry with SRI/DARPA ties
What weaponized anthropology; Targets: truth, soul, family, beliefs
- Alignment with Tech recruitment, lifestyle, ideology, text arts, HUMINT
- Alignment with Stanford Anthropology, Psychology, Engineering, Chemistry, Business, Computing, SRI, SAIS, counter-culture
- Alignment with Military control mass amounts of people psychologically, through networks of micro-cults
- Alignment with LGBT/Progressive political power group: Changing Images of Men, gay magick, polyamory, eugenics
- Alignment with Satanism beyond an occasional prank, ideology is almost identical (proximity at Presidio, Crowley, Objectivism)

Why Socially engineered high-tech counter-culture for the Brave New World

How do you get humans to create the systems for their own demise?

CLIP: TC003 Julian Assange on Silicon Valley’s wilful blindness https://vimeo.com/226594500

Burning Man functions as a bridge between the Family of Man/ Democratic Surround and cross-functional team ideas of DARPA and Stanford CASBS: the engineered environment of Disneyland designed by SRI (the anti-Disneyland); the multimedia immersion ideas that went via Stewart Brand from USCO to the Grateful Dead; the tech, animation, special effects, and computer games industry and the art world; the Maker Movement hardware/software/lighting/pyro people; venture capital and HNWIs; chemical and psychological research; BDSM, LGBT; and the military/intelligence/media complex.


Burning Man is a recruitment networking event for the tech industry: http://sfist.com/2016/12/02/narrowly_rejectedThemes_for_tech_c.php

Cultural attack on the entire idea of the individual http://www.wakingtimes.com/
Somewhere along the way, a bundle of sticks on fire became a PROJECT For whom? To do what?

Project TRANSFORMATION
- Esalen, MindWar; CIOM (SRI, IONS)

Project ACTIVE CITIZEN/DERIS

Project STRONG ANGEL

Project RESPONDER

Project MAYHEM

Synergy Strike Force

USMC, FBI, JTF, DEA, BLM, DOE, DHS

Pentagon

White House


Marines testing at Burning Man: https://www.outsideonline.com/1900056/marines-go-renewable

Project TRANSFORMATION Michael Aquino got MindWar from Esalen/Russian transformation project: https://vimeo.com/179318378

A search for “Burning Man DARPA” brought up 20 pages of links of DARPA money, technology, and people involved with projects at Burning Man projects. DARPA and NASA both began in 1958, in response to the Russian Sputnik satellite.

DARPA mission http://www.darpa.mil/about-us/alumni:

By design, people at DARPA tend to have short tenures. While program managers, office directors, deputy office directors, directors and deputy directors number around 200 in any given year, the total number of people who have done a 3- to 5-year turn at DARPA is large. The DARPA family extends to the even larger number of administrative professionals and contractors who support DARPA’s mission.
Manufacturing the Burner
SILICON VALLEY’S SECRET WEAPON

- Global network high tech creative class, makers, Social media pioneers
- Ready for trans-humanism
- Ready to engineer their own demise
- Vulnerable to weaponized Trivium
- Millenial mindset we are all stars, everything is one; selfies, Instagram
- Suggestible want to be under the influence; easy to bust/compromise
- Receptive, eager for mind control
- Narrative, Experience driven Ten Principles, Hero’s Journey
- Experimental Playa names, encouraged to transform personality
- Affluent costs thousands of dollars to attend, week(s) off work, gifting
- Physically attractive cycle city, partying, eugenics, social engineering
- Sexual orientation promiscuity, polyamory, nudity, parades, LGBT/QP, orgy domo, sex workshops, sex camos, villages, strip clubs
- Love to dress in costumes masks, goggles, hair, easy to disguise
- Conflict averse in a military playground
- Technocracy oriented new world religion
- Post-money motivated by art, aesthetics, debauchery; lifestyle=less pay
- Do What Thou Wilt Merry Pranksters, lulu
Jessica McCaffrey, Concordia University (2010):

https://bluelabyrinths.com/2015/03/08/the-psychology-of-initiation-rites/
CLIP: Free Candy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NAmT87RJhM

CLIP: Lift The Veil: MKULTRA, ElsaGate, Finders Cult https://youtu.be/ZB7gHCj8TZk? t=5m37s
5:37-9:37

CLIP Hey Kids I am AI 2.0 28s-3:02 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQY8DTC4ErI&t=28s

Faith Goldy explains ElsaGate https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9YldHJ5kQ
The Outer Light on ElsaGate https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qlNKi5etxhk
The Kids of Burning Man https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWeV86PlFW4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDlbYys5C3I

Kenneth Anger, Crowley’s occult commune: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8x1Sm67RK4

COINCIDENCE: Mutaytor founded by a pedo; first music dedicated to TAZ called Mutatis Mutandis
CLIP

Assange typical business function like AI playing chess https://vimeo.com/226594641

First troll: Mark Ethan Smith, born Marcia Ellen Bazer

Transegender icon: she is listed in the Harvard Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America http://guides.library.harvard.edu/schlesinger_LGBTQ
http://tsq.dukejournals.org/content/2/4/614.abstract

A biological female who lives as a person without regard to sex, Mark Ethan Smith was born Marcia Ellen Bazer on March 13, 1940. Smith's mother Ida was a schoolteacher and father Morris was an upholsterer; **Smith's brother, Joseph, was living in Israel as of 2006.** Smith attended Carle Place High School (Carle Place, New York). Smith’s parents admitted him to Zucker Hillside psychiatric hospital (Glen Oaks, New York) at age sixteen; he was transferred to Creedmoor Psychiatric Center in Queens, at seventeen; and was discharged from the facility at eighteen. During the next twenty-five years Smith lived an eclectic nomadic life, which included writing poetry in **Greenwich Village in New York City; traveling to Mexico, Honduras, Thailand, and Afghanistan; and founding a hippie commune called Hog Farm in California.** His first
Cass Sunstein

- Cyber-balkanization 2006 predicted Facebook echo chambers
- Cognitive Infiltration 2008 troll armies to fight against government-designated conspiracy theories, eg 9/11
- Nudge Theory 2010 psychology and ethics of persuasion
- The Adjustment Bureau 2011
- “Libertarian Paternalism”
- Married to Samantha Power
  National Security Council, United Nations

All over the world, governments are using nudges as regulatory tools. Is this ethical? Much of the answer depends on whether nudges promote or instead undermine welfare, autonomy, and dignity. Many nudges, and those that deserve support, promote some or all of these ideals, and undermine none of them. If welfare is our guide, much nudging is actually required on ethical grounds, even if it comes from government. If autonomy is our guide, much nudging is also required on ethical grounds, in part because some nudges actually promote autonomy, in part because some nudges enable people to devote their limited time and attention to their most important concerns. Finally, nudges should not, and need not, compromise individual dignity, which many nudges actually promote. There is, however, a genuine risk that some nudges might count as manipulations, an emphasis on welfare, autonomy, and dignity helps to show how to avoid that risk. Cass Sunstein, The Ethics of Nudging, Yale 2015

Objectives of Behavioral Analysis Modeling

- To relate an adversary’s behavior to social and cultural attributes
- To relate an adversary’s organizational structure to behavior, when both structure and behavior are conditioned by cultural and social attributes (My note: Conditioned by social attributes - take into account that they could take into account your dependence on tools such as Twitter, Facebook, Googling and instant messaging to communicate.)
- To provide tools that will support Course of Action development and assessment that are effective.
- To identify through the models the points of influence that have the potential to modify the behavior of individuals and organizations (My note: notice how ‘weakly’ they’ve managed to camouflage the word ‘behavior modification’)
- To facilitate the development of COAs that include coordinated kinetic and non-kinetic actions
- To explore, through a computational modeling framework, the nexus between data and models for individual adversaries (micro level) and data and models for organizations of adversaries (macro level) (My note: Agape, Mental Gear field 4 - a videogame of all things - actually talks about this.)

https://www.ft.com/content/3421a0be-cece-11e3-8e62-00144feabdc0?mhq5j=e2
http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/yjreg/vol32/iss2/6/
Military’s ‘sock puppet’ software creates fake online identities to spread pro-American propaganda

- A California corporation is working with the US Central Command (CENTCOM) in spreading propaganda overseas. They provide “online persona management service” that allows active duty military to set up an estimated 10 different false identities that are used worldwide. [Ntrepid, Richard Helms, 30 year CIA veteran – linked to Billy Mellon Hitchcock]
- Each fake persona comes complete with a background history and safeties to prevent “sophisticated adversaries” from discovering the lie.
- CENTCOM spokesman Commander Bill Speaks said: “The technology supports classified blogging activities on foreign-language websites to enable CENTCOM to counter violent extremist and enemy propaganda outside the US. None of the interventions would be in English, as it would be unlawful to address US audiences with such technology”
- Sophisticated software allows military to engage in online conversations with coordinated answers, blog comments and instant messaging remarks that are solely meant to spread pro-American propaganda.
- US Army whistleblower, Lieutenant Col. Daniel Davis believes there is a definitive aspiration within the US government “to enable Public Affairs officers to influence American public opinion when they deem it necessary to protect a key friendly center of gravity, to wit US national will.”

$202 million spent by the Department of Defense on misinformation operations in Iraq and Afghanistan in 2011.

The Centcom contract stipulates that each fake online persona must have a convincing background, history and supporting details, and that up to 50 US-based controllers should be able to operate false identities from their workstations "without fear of being discovered by sophisticated adversaries".

The software could allow US service personnel, working around the clock in one location, to respond to emerging online conversations with any number of coordinated messages, blogposts, chatroom posts and other interventions. Details of the contract suggest this location would be MacDill air force base near Tampa, Florida, home of US Special Operations Command.

Centcom’s contract requires for each controller the provision of one "virtual private server" located in the United States and others appearing to be outside the US to give the impression the fake personas are real people located in different parts of the world.
$202 million spent by the Department of Defense on misinformation operations in Iraq and Afghanistan in 2011.

The Centcom contract stipulates that each fake online persona must have a convincing background, history and supporting details, and that up to 50 US-based controllers should be able to operate false identities from their workstations "without fear of being discovered by sophisticated adversaries".

One example, from guidestar.org:

https://greatnonprofits.org/whitelabel/reviews/common-dreams-inc

“Common Dreams has behaved like the covertly funded “Left Gatekeeper” media. It has censored the 9/11 controversy and misled its readers and is thus compromised. It is an unreliable source and it will not publish criticism or corrections.”


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anonymizer_(company)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lance_Cottrell
TOR The Onion Router

- Promoted by EFF
- Developed by Naval Research Laboratory, NSA, DoD
- Enables the “Dark Web”
- Many busts Silk Road next to BMHQ

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/black-swan-event-horizon-antiknowledge-hidden-net-pieter-glasbergen
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/4x3qnj/how-the-nsa-or-anyone-else-can-crack-tors-anonymity
https://fossbytes.com/no-dark-web-doesnt-exist/
EXCLUSIVE: US Chamber’s Lobbyists Solicited Hackers To Sabotage Unions, Smear Chamber’s Political Opponents

By Lee Fang

ThinkProgress has learned that a law firm representing the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the big business trade association representing ExxonMobil, AIG, and other major international corporations, is working with set of “private security” companies and lobbying firms to undermine their political opponents, including ThinkProgress, with a surreptitious sabotage campaign.

https://thinkprogress.org/exclusive-us-chambers-lobbyists-solicited-hackers-to-sabotage-unions-smear-chamber-s-political-7668581f2f2b
https://shadowproof.com/2011/02/10/will-the-chamber-continue-wits-hbgary-work-now-that-theyve-been-hacked/
http://www.douglasvalentine.com/index.htm

Cartoon from 2010 InfowarCon presentation by Dr Daniel Kuehl, “Deception Operations”
http://www.crows.org/the-io-institute/infowarcon-2010-agenda.html
Kuehl Briefing
Anonymous v Barr

Information/Operations/Recommendation

Subject: US Chamber Watch Information/Operations/Recommendation

Date: November 29, 2010

Summary

US Chamber Watch is one of the most active members of the opposition to the US Chamber of Commerce (c.c.). Unlike some groups, members of this organization are politically connected and well established, making US Chamber Watch vulnerable to information operations that could embarrass the organization and those associated with it.

Details

US Chamber Watch is well connected politically, evidenced by the established relationship between GW and Andy Barr, and is associated with many powerful DC operations behind the scenes. The organization typically does not use theatrical performances or overt gestures. The people in this case are less important than the organization. Therefore we need to discredit the organization through the following:

1. Paint US Chamber Watch as an operative of GW and the unions, while at the same time highlighting the organization of the unions against the chamber. We should show also the flow of members from unions to GW as well as the absence of GW and US Chamber Watch.
2. Craft a message to combat the negative propaganda of US Chamber Watch. For example, target how the unions are being an obstacle to progress by advocating for unreasonable individual benefits, while the Chamber continues to focus on job creation through innovation in order to showcase how the US economy prospers in the global economy. Packaged in the right medium, such an operation can prove to be powerful.
3. Create a false document, perhaps highlighting proposed financial information, and mentor to say if US Chamber Watch operates against the public. Also, create a fake insider persons and generate communications with GW. Afterward, release the actual documents at a specified time and replace the activity as a 'CIA' commissioned operation. Both instances will prove that US Chamber Watch intends to be linked with information and not the truth.
4. Connect US Chamber Watch’s radical tactics to Social Revolution, explaining that both entities are loosely operating together. Depending on the level of connection established, such an approach may need to be spotlighted as more of a conspiracy rather than a separate, social persons.
5. If needed, create two fake insider persons, using one as leverage to discredit the other while confirming the legitimacy of the second. Such work is complicated, but a well-thought-out approach will give way to a variety of strategies that can sufficiently add the formation of key leaders US Chamber Watch will likely ask.
6. Create a humans piece about the leaders of GW.


https://web.archive.org/web/20110216224942/

Palantir’s large shareholder Peter Thiel on Burning Man https://www.isegoria.net/2008/04/homesteading-on-the-high-seas/


The day cyber warfare broke out, Assange arrested https://www.theguardian.com/news/blog/2010/dec/08/wikileaks-us-embassy-cables-live-updates
Containment Control for a Social Network with State-Dependent Connectivity

“This paper examines how such methods can be leveraged to manipulate a social network. This work specifically aims to investigate how peer pressure from social leaders affects consensus beliefs (e.g., opinions, emotional states, purchasing decisions, political affiliation, etc.) within a social network, and how an interaction algorithm can be developed such that the group social behavior can be driven to a desired end (i.e., a convex hull spanned by the leaders’ states).”
CLIP: Assange on A.I. controlled propaganda https://vimeo.com/226594641

Private sector AI funding since 2012: $14.9 billion, 2250 deals

https://scout.ai/story/the-rise-of-the-weaponized-ai-propaganda-machine
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/dec/04/google-democracy-truth-internet-search-facebook
Military Meme Magic

- Example memes: words, ideas, symbols, icons, logics, tunes, poems, catch-phrases, fashion, technological processes (e.g., making arrownheads or gumbos), tabbies, religion, graffiti, images, novels, movies, narratives, culture (functional or dysfunctional): national, tribal, or organizational
- Memes can be described by their external phenomena (*e*-memes) and internal phenomena (*i*-memes)
- *i*-memes are manifested by their effects on human behavior and culture
- *e*-memes are manifested by their effects on an individual’s neuronal behavior and brain
- *E*-memes and *i*-memes are not two types of memes, but rather two effects or manifestations of memes
- Cultural replicators propagated through imitation, undergoing a process of selection, and standing to be selected not because they benefit their human carriers, but because they benefit themselves
- A symbolic representation of any state of affairs, either internal and implemented in the mind or external implemented in an external (non-enumerable) objects such as artifacts, products, behaviors
- Replicating conceptual units – the largest reliably replicating unit within our text corpus
- A cognitive information structure able to replicate using human hosts and to triggering their behavior to promote replication

Epidemiology of Ideas (DSO, 2009)
- To predict changing culture and examine the creation, propagation, and impact of ideas

Military Memetics (DSO, 2006-2009)
- To determine whether memes can be established as a science with the ability to explain and predict phenomena; to define memes and memetic metrics; and to use tools and techniques (e.g., IMP and social network simulations) to examine Info-IP

Social Media in Strategic Communications (SMISC) (DSO, 2011-in progress)
- To develop automatic tools and techniques for detecting, identifying, evaluating, and countering adversarial memes

Narrative Networks (NN) (DSO, 2011-in progress)
- To perform quantitative analysis of narratives, understanding their effects on human psychology and neurobiology, and determine their influence on individuals and culture

- The angst of the frustrated stems from a consciousness of an irreconcilable conflict between the self and the world, that self is manifested in a propensity for united action and self-sacrifice
- The capacities for united action and self-sacrifice almost always go together, a group that is particularly enervating of death is usually close-knit and thoroughly unified
- To drive a person for self-sacrifice, he must be equipped for the individual identity, mill drasticaly by complete assimilation of the individual in the collective body
- The individual fully assimilated into the collective never feels alone; to be cast out from the group is the equivalent of being cut off from life
- The collectivized individual is in a primitive state of being, equivalent to that of primitive tribes – mass movements strive to approximate this primitive perfection

CLIP: from Hypernormalization, Adam Curtis. Putin, Trump and Non-Linear Warfare

https://www.robotictechnologyinc.com/images/upload/file/Presentation%20Military%20Memetics%20Tutorial%202013%20Dec%202011.pdf
Deep Target Knowledge
NSA Newsletter, 2003

Burning Man: a Target Rich Environment

(1) Deep Target Knowledge
FROM: [Redacted] Technical Leader, Russia Product Line
Run Date: 08/22/2003

(1/FOOU) Now that you know where your target is and you have an idea of how it operates and who its friends are, its time to really learn who it is and what makes it tick. Analysts often overlook the importance of understanding the psychology and culture of their target. They may erroneously allow themselves to categorize certain scenarios or actions as "unthinkable".

(C/SI) One way of avoiding such failures of imagination is to operate, to the maximum extent possible, inside our target's Conceptual Space. This is not to be confused with the target's Information Space, which has come to mean the target's systems of communicating and storing information and their content. The Information Space is tied to the target's technology and is, in fact, what we as SIGINT analysts target and collect against.

(C/SI) The target's Conceptual Space on the other hand is the entirety of his frame of reference - its culture (social, religious, ethnic, national, organizational) and, at the level of the individual, its personality. To try to operate within the target's Conceptual Space is to try to live inside its head, to understand enough about it and its milieu that we have a good sense of what it means, what it is capable of doing, and how it should react. This has little, if anything, to do with technology or what we collect and everything to do with how we assess what we have collected and the context into which we put it for our readers.

CLIP Snowden, reading thoughts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBSIsLRHCEw
https://theintercept.com/snowden-sidtoday/3008324-deep-target-knowledge/

CLIP Robert Duncan DARPA Cybernetic Hive Minds https://vimeo.com/229090387

Original: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKh-_VUIITI
https://www.drrobertduncan.com/index.html
He may have been discredited: http://exposinginfragard.blogspot.co.nz/2012/07/dissecting-claims-of-robert-duncan.html

Effects-Based Operations

This section examines three technologies developed over the past decade; the first two developed for reasons rather different than an effects-based approach to military operations. The first is the influence network approach that evolved out of the need to assess socio-political influence strategies. It turns out that the concepts used to solve that problem apply directly to the problem of effects based operations. The second development is the use of architecture techniques including the use of executable models to relate stimuli to reactions in the decision making/command and control system of an adversary. The third is the merging of these two techniques into causal analysis tools for course of action (COA) development and evaluation.

In 1994, DARPA funded a project for the development of a modeling tool for the assessment of socio-political influences on potential adversaries. The objective was to extract empirical expertise and knowledge about adversaries and place it in an analytical framework. Within this framework, influence strategies and their operational implementation could be examined. This tool, SIAM, was developed at SAIC by a team led by Julie Rosen and Wayne Smith [11].

CLIP EBO https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRyl8gyHntc

Effects Based Operations

- Course Of Action (COA) simulation, modeling, planning
- Attrition-based modeling The Cunctator, Fabius
- Inferring adversary intent & estimating behavior
- Adversarial Networks social, knowledge, task networks
- Scenario planning tool developed for wargames
- A.I.-based simulation modeling outcomes, consequences, probabilities
- SIAM from SAIC 1994
- CAESAR I 1996, II 1999, III 2004 (est.) Lee Wagenhals, George Mason
- Pythia-II 2007 High Priestess of Apollo at Delphi; Knowledge Discovery & Dissemination
- Project DEEP GREEN interacts via speech, sketches
- Project VACE detects from video faces, objects, events; classifies scenes; TRAPWIRE
- Project REYNARD virtual worlds, Massive Multi-player Online games; agents/bots study social, cultural and behavioral norms; knowledge used to automatically detect suspicious behavior and actions, matching RW and VW profiles
- Internet Of Battlefield Things

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythia

https://cryptome.org/2012/08/trapwire-spy.pdf
https://cryptome.org/2012/08/nypd-ms-domain-spy.htm


Reynard: https://www.voltage.com/security/iarpas-reynard-project/

Internet of Battlefield Things: https://www.arl.army.mil/www/default.cfm?page=3050

https://www.wired.com/2008/02/nations-spies-w

*The cultural and behavioral norms of virtual worlds and gaming are generally*
Background:
Course of Action Selection for EBO

- After the first Gulf war, the Intelligence community needed modeling tools and techniques to assess socio-political influence strategies
  - How to influence leaders such as Saddam Hussein, Milosevic, and others
- In 1994 SAIC, supported by GMU, developed SIAM (Situational Influence Analysis Model) for DARPA & CIA; this has been used extensively by the Intelligence community as well as others
- SIAM is a static model that enables the representation of influences (causes) on a person’s or organization’s behavior. By stimulating selected influences, one tries to modify that entity’s behavior
  - Determine “how to get the biggest bang for the influence buck”
- Influence Nets (SIAM is an implementation) allow analysts to extract empirical expertise and knowledge about a situation and place it in an analytical framework
Influence Net

- The Influence Nets are appropriate for the following situations:
  1) for modeling situations in which it is difficult to fully specify all conditional probability values
  2) and/or the estimates of conditional probabilities are subjective, and
  3) estimates for the conditional probabilities cannot be obtained from empirical data, e.g., when modeling potential human reactions and beliefs

- Analysts preparing analysis of situations based on influence of humans have a legitimate concern that “showing the numbers” can convey a level of precision that is not justified
CLIP: Assange on Surveillance Capital https://vimeo.com/226594812
This component provides the commander the ability to generate quickly qualitative, coarse-grained COA sketches that the computer can interpret. Sketch to Plan will be multi-modal (both sketching and speech) and interactive. The computer will watch the sketch being drawn and listen for key words that indicate sequence, time, intent, etc. as the commander is creating the sketch. Sketch to Plan must be able to induce both a plan and the commander’s intent from the sketch and speech. Unlike other approaches that are optimized around machine interpretations (i.e., constraining the sketching method to drag-and-drop modalities, forcing the human to learn the computer’s language to some extent), Sketch to Plan is optimized around the user free-hand sketching options over a map. It should be able to interpret free-hand drawing and not require the commander to think and draw in perfect, formal MIL STD specified way. Over time Sketch to Plan should learn the commander’s sketching language as a variant, or approximation, of MIL STD 2525b. In addition, the Sketch to Plan component must be imbued with enough domain knowledge that it knows what it doesn’t know and can ask the user a small set of clarifying questions until it understands the sketch and can use it to initialize a combat model.

Source: BAA 08-09 Deep Green
Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) for
Information Processing Technology Office (IPTO)
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA)

JADE HELM actually stands for the amazingly obtuse Joint Assistance for Deployment Execution Homeland Eradication of Local Militants
http://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/12272/we-may-finally-know-what-jade-helm-has-stood-for-all-along
Sentient World Simulation

Data Gathering, Characterization, and Querying. Data and events are extracted from real world via the Web and live sensor data. The large volume of available data is categorized to capture trends and pinpoint interesting outliers. Users can also provide new data. All new information goes through a believability filter/tagging.

A key enabling technology of SWS is the intelligent gather, search, and knowledge discovery mechanisms for extracting relevant data from the real world and incorporating it in the synthetic world. As is illustrated in Figure 4, publicly available open source data is gathered from the large volume of the internet and weblogs (blogs and news feeds). Data characterization identifies trends and outliers in the gathered data. Additionally, data from live sensors are searched and characterized, enabling SWS to leverage image data. The intent is to collect as much information as possible from available sources, then have intelligent agents process the data to pull out the useful information and filter it to determine what SWS characterizes as truth and assign it a believability metric. Other intelligent agents will act on the data from the point of view of the entity they represent, meaning they will react only to the information they receive and their belief that the information is true or not. The key is that all information is processed by SWS and assigned an absolute believability metric, but that individual elements, people, crowds, countries, act on the raw data or data processed through the simulated tools and systems available to them – just like the real world. Before including new data into the synthetic world, unreliable data is filtered out or tagged with believability metrics.

http://www.krannert.purdue.edu/academics/mis/workshop/ac2_100606.pdf

2:34-4:52 Google and the Creepy Line https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1CKo6g1Fhlg

http://www.sagaciousnewsnetwork.com/sentient-world-war-games-on-the-grandest-scale/

Corbett Report on SWS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fE4KtwicHRg
Figure 1: A conceptual view of the Sentient World Simulation

By basing the designing of the synthetic environment on a fractal representation, SWS avoids the most common pitfalls faced by simulation environments: designing and optimizing an infrastructure for a parochial purpose and thereby limiting its application to a small range of problems. The fractal approach provides a consistent representation of the environment’s building blocks to models with all granularities of access. The basic building blocks consist of individuals, organizations, institutions, information, and geographies. From these building blocks, communities are built, constructed into societies, nations, and ultimately providing a synthetic world. Coarse-grained models use a small sample of the population and localized fine-grained models use a full sample of the population in an area. The same individual who experiences events from a fine-grained model can be influenced by a coarse-grained model. This approach to enabling heterogeneous models to interact is a Society of Models approach, described below.

CLIP Assange on Surveillance Capitalism https://vimeo.com/226594812

CLIP Elon Musk on connecting neural lace to the digital you that already exists https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bM3R2CsAhIY
Building HAL IARPA Project AQUAINT

Advanced Question Answering for Intelligence

The New Thought Police - The NSA Wants to Know How You Think - Maybe Even What You Think - PBS, 2009

The National Security Agency (NSA) is developing a tool that George Orwell’s Thought Police might have found useful: an artificial intelligence system designed to gain insight into what people are thinking.

With the entire Internet and thousands of databases for a brain, the device will be able to respond almost instantaneously to complex questions posed by intelligence analysts. As more and more data is collected—through phone calls, credit card receipts, social networks like Facebook and MySpace, GPS tracks, cell phone geolocation, Internet searches, Amazon book purchases, even E-Z Pass toll records—it may one day be possible to know not just where people are and what they are doing, but what and how they think.

The system is so potentially intrusive that at least one researcher has quit, citing concerns over the dangers in placing such a powerful weapon in the hands of a top-secret agency with little accountability...

"The technology behaves like a robot, understanding and answering complex questions," said a former AQuaint researcher. "Think of 2001: A Space Odyssey and the most memorable character, HAL 9000, having a conversation with David. We are essentially building this system. We are building HAL."

Clips –

Musk 2014, HAL’s a pussycat https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tzb_CSRO-0g

Neurotechnology for Intelligence Analysts (NIA), DARPA Todd Hughes who built DEEP GREEN http://www.afcea.org/content/?q=seeing-retrieving

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/military/nsa-police.html

AI has learned to lie https://www.rt.com/viral/392607-facebook-ai-chatbot-lie-bargaining/
Project UAREHERE: IARPA LARPer The New Psyops

Background and Scope
IARPA is soliciting responses to this RFI in order to assess the extent to which Alternate Reality Environments (AREs), such as Alternate Reality Games (ARGs), may provide capabilities that allow for high-quality, externally valid social, behavioral and psychological research in near-realworld contexts.

This RFI invites interested parties to respond with ideas, approaches, and evidence that can address one, some, or all of the following questions:

1. What, if any, social, behavioral, and/or psychological research has been conducted using AREs (to include ARGs)?
2. Is there evidence that ARE/ARG-based research provides greater external validity than other methods of social, behavioral, and/or psychological research?
3. What are the key elements to incorporate when designing or using AREs/ARGs for research purposes? What may be the biggest challenges for designing or using AREs/ARGs for research?
4. How might one design an ARE/ARG that combines periods of controlled data collection as well as periods of “free play” and interactions?
5. How might subject recruitment, screening, and informed consent be performed for an ARE/ARG, while limiting priming effects that may occur when explaining the purpose of a research study?
6. What protections can be put in place to maintain the privacy, safety, and anonymity of subjects? How have previous AREs/ARGs addressed these issues?

Responses should consider issues regarding the collection of data via personal identifiers that may be sensitive (e.g. user names, phone numbers, emails, IP addresses, etc.), other data that may potentially be sensitive, and data security and protections.

https://www.wired.com/2013/03/iarpa-alternate-reality-games/

https://gcnc/articles/2017/02/14/iarpa-create.aspx
http://press.etc.cmu.edu/content/alternate-reality-games-behavioral-and-social-science-research
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/persistent-intelligence#/entity
CLIP – Webb says he is Mossad, Jason was recruit by Mossad

https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@titusfrost/alex-jones-hurt-the-pizzagate-investigation-george-webb-is-a-distraction
The End of Fear.

“Until they become Conscious they will never rebel,
and until after they have rebelled they cannot become Conscious.”

1964. George Orwell.

Expect Us.

you do NOT talk about Project Mayhem 2012 #pm2012
Tyler Durden Invented Burning Man

Perhaps you’ve never heard of the Cosplopy Society. Burning Man’s parent group.

Frankly the cliche, but for history’s sake, we’re going to have to talk about fight club.

_Fight Club_ is a book written in 1996 and then turned into a movie released 15 years ago. (This folklore will only be helpful if we can help you.) Author Chuck Palahniuk confirmed as several book release events last year the “Project Mayhem” group in fight club’s story is indeed the Cosplopy Society in real life. A gathering of people, without the non-violent John soapson or all the property destruction and violence (HGV, arson, violence, anyway).

But Larry Harvey invented Burning Man, you may be saying to yourself, why he and the honey bunch can’t bring the class to a “truce” trip? The Cosplopy Society had already planned to take the Black Rock Desert.

The rest of the event didn’t spring, Geodude, from one man’s mind, and materialize like so much gunk in 3D dreamworks. Cosplopy-nut Chuck Palahniuk City is a group where—which sounds like a question which something and something is something like a question.

Larry Harvey does note there is the Cosplopy Society.

Even if you don’t know it, Burning Man is and will always be the Cosplopy Society’s epic extended family check-in and show-and-tell. It’s a fight club convention where old-timers don’t make a big deal about growing up too late and observe how the city they created the product of new and old interaction with a temporal quality.

What it’s not is a recipe to meet in all the flash bang bombs.

Burning Man’s birth date started as an anarchic cyberpunk paradise away from the squares, on the roam. A long, lasting moment. The equating Paper Street Scrap Company in the dust. Reckless, less bizarre, unique, but, aesthetic, meetings, and capital into a product or revolution you alone.


Project Mayhem
2012
Mutant Egregor Reality
Hacking Wargame
Insider Leaks
Hacks, doxxing
Make blogs, podcasts,
radio shows, YouTube,
tweets, memes
Flash mobs
Make art with #pm2012,
Ordo ab chao 33*

http://www.masonicdictionary.com/ordoabchao.html

http://www.funnyjunk.com/channel/trump/Patches+from+the+great+meme+war/jogmLwb/
Beuys was part of the occult Monte Verita colony at Ascona, Switzerland
Brought up in a bohemian atmosphere, Donald Cammell was raised in an environment he described as “filled with magicians, metaphysicians, spiritualists and demons” including Aleister Crowley, the great inspiration behind Kenneth Anger’s life and work. Cammell was a precociously gifted painter, winning a scholarship to the Royal Academy at age 16. He subsequently studied in Florence and made his living as a society portrait painter.

Cammell linked to William S Burroughs, Anjelica Huston, Kenneth Anger, Anita Pallenberg, Rolling Stones, Miriam Gybril, Marlon Brando, Christopher Walken, Anne Heche, Joan Chen, Dean Koontz, Julie Christie, Eli Cohen
http://archive.is/CHR6N
“The poetic ERRORIST behaves like a confidence-TRICKSTER whose aim is not money but CHANGE.

The medieval Assassins founded a “State” which consisted of a network of remote mountain valleys and castles, separated by thousands of miles, strategically invulnerable to invasion, connected by the information flow of secret agents, at war with all governments, and devoted only to KNOWLEDGE.

where our KNOWLEDGE of BEAUTY harmonizes with the Ludus Naturae,

*** SONORITY BISING ***

no, not spoon-bending or horoscope, not the Golden Dawn or make-believe shamanism, astral projection or the Satanic Mass -- if it’s muzbo jubeo you want, go for the real stuff, banking, politics, social science -- not that weak blavatskian crap.”


we are ’PROJECT MAYHEM’ 2012.
we are EVERYWHERE.
The fucking Illuminati is US!
we guard you while you sleep.
SO DO NOT FUCK WITH US.
The Egregore of a School

by Walter Emile Butler

Copyright © 1975, assigned to The Servants of The Light; all rights reserved. Permission is granted to keep one copy for personal use only. Except for permitted ads no rights for publication will be granted.

In this, I would like to speak about something that is very important but which is usually forgotten by the majority of academic students.

This is what is known as the "Egregore". You may have come across the word in books, more particularly in books issued in Europe, where the term is much more common than it is here in England. It may best be defined as a "collective group mind", in both its conscious and subconscious aspects, which is formed by the united thinking and feeling of a number of like-minded people.

It need not be ethical or religious in its tone, but there must be a strong mutual feeling between all its members. In psychology, the Group Mind is usually recognised as one of the factors to be reckoned with in psychological treatment. And, of course, the creator, the spell-breaker, the political and religious leaders are all adept at building and shaping such a group mind.

From the inner point of view, we may see it as a compass whose aim is charged with emotional energy. This energy is evolved from all those who are linked with the thought form and, if there are those in the group who know something of the psychic mechanisms involved, it can be directed upon any chosen target. It is obvious that such energy can be used for good or evil purposes, the intention of those who manipulate the energy within the collective thought form determining the way it is directed.
When asked about their leisure pursuits, most informants described the leisure activities of their substrate humans. Many appeared not to grasp the distinction between work and leisure in their own experience, insisting that taking care of humans was their only pursuit. Egregores described the leisure activities of their substrate humans with relish, detailing exact practices for festival days and days of rest. One egregore proudly mentioned that he requires his humans to get so drunk one day out of the year that they can no longer distinguish the in-group from the out-group.

One informant, however, showed researchers a darknet market betting site for egregores, which appears to facilitate bets between egregores about events affecting their constituent humans. Entities appeared to bet on the occurrence of absurd political and social events, and to react with glee in the participant forums when these events unfolded. The bets and discussions suggest some degree of leisure activity among the egregores. However, another informant, when asked about the betting site, asserted that it was “a troll” and presented as evidence a bingo card, apparently satirically predicting the contents of the present study, with one square labeled “There is a secret egregore betting market.”

The younger informants displayed a disproportionate interest in manipulating the cognition of humans, seemingly as a form of play. Older informants did not like to talk about manipulating humans for fun, and gazed at the interviewers with big, sincere eyes. Source: A Pseudoethnography of Egregores, Susan Perry (2015).

https://www.ribbonfarm.com/2016/12/01/a-pseudoethnography-of-egregores/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/484137028663354143/
http://boingboing.net/2006/08/25/burning-man-bingo-is.html
https://thebolditalic.com/the-burning-man-bingo-card-a98992bc14b
Wat Tyler?

What is TYLER? Anonymous reveals details of its own 'WikiLeaks' project.

Wat Tyler: hero of Freemasonry, Templars
Johnny Goodboy Tyler: hero of Scientology

The hacktivist collective Anonymous will reportedly launch TYLER – a 'secure, no cost and decentralised' online leaks release platform to circumvent problems inherent in WikiLeaks - on the day many (and Mayans) believe to be the end of the world.

One of the group's members, who specified that he is representing the collective, spoke about the TYLER project and the rift with WikiLeaks in an email interview with the Voice of Russia.

According to unnamed hacks, the conflict between Anonymous and Julian Assange's whistleblowing site revolves around the coercive fund raising techniques and a lack of transparency regarding WikiLeaks finances.

Previously, Anonymous has been a longtime advocate of WikiLeaks and its founder Julian Assange, vocally supporting the website's mission of sharing secret data, news leaks, and classified information with the public.

However, information recently posted by Anonymous on AnonPaste.me says WikiLeaks "has chosen to dishonor and insult Anonymous and all information activists" by requiring payment to view documents it previously made available for free.

But Anonymous is not a structured group with a defined leader – and the identity of the person behind the posts slamming WikiLeaks for asking for donations and various Twitter usernames remains unclear. The uncertainty has left many wondering whether those opinions represent the group as a whole, or just a few scattered members.

The hacktivists, claims the person who spoke to the Voice of Russia, see it as an ethical violation – and have responded by saying they may reveal information about WikiLeaks itself.

"What we would like to see released – either legitimately or leaked to Anonymous by a WikiLeaks insider – is the WikiLeaks financial records. We do not possess these, but should they be delivered to us we would certainly disclose them. An organization that preaches transparency to the world should provide it for themselves", the Anonymous member said.

Wikileaks Anonymous Tor

http://freemasonrywatch.org/baphomet.html
http://www.phoenixmasonic.org/masonicmuseum/
Born_in_Blood_Book_Review.htm
Image: http://www.centennial4pha.org/Tyler%20Glen%20Wilson.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peasants%27_Revolt
http://visupview.blogspot.co.nz/2012/12/the-tyler-and-kansas-city.html
In a project like WikiLeaks.org, the role of the editor is in great personal danger and in risk of being ‘totally incapacitated’—CIA’s phrase to refer to the act of presumably killing the ‘Pentagon Papers’ whistleblower, Daniel Ellsberg—by potential enemies while it dramatically slows down the release process.

The article aims to solve this, by proposing the creation of a Massively Distributed Unobservable Collaborative Wiki-P2P Cipherspace Structure that will implement a distributed and crowdsourced karma-based ‘TRUST’ Authority in order to maximize leaks visibility while minimizing information poisoning.

We honestly believe that this project and cryptography have the potential to completely turn upside down the role of citizen journalism in our society while helping to dramatically improve Justice and Freedom in the World.

Before it be published we would kindly like to invite you to read it and to give us your opinion about it.

Please do not let the word ‘mayhem’ frighten you.

We considered the possibility that the idea be misunderstood with this name. Yet, at the same time, it plays with a powerful emotional response aimed at arising one what is in our opinion of the strongest means to ‘hack’ the human brain: curiosity. Machines are usually hacked via ‘interlink bugs’, while humans are usually hacked via ‘limbic system’ bugs, if you allow us the metaphor.

This curiosity leads to attention. And this takes us to the next phase in the project: Art.

We have thought intensely about this as well, as we truly believe that a social revolution that seriously aims at hacking the society and all of its systems at the global scale cannot take place unless a personal inner revolution has taken place first.

We thoroughly think that Art serves this function in the Homo Sapiens sapiens.

Or, in the words of Joseph Beuys:

“Art is now the only evolutionary-revolutionary power. Only art is capable of domesticating in order to build a Social Organism as A WORK OF ART. EVERY HUMAN BEING IS AN ARTIST” who from his state of freedom the position of freedom that he experiences at first-hand learns to determine the other positions of the TOTAL ART WORK OF THE FUTURE SOCIAL ORDER”. Joseph Beuys

After loads of ‘brain hacking’ and introspection, we have come to the conclusion that Courage and Creativity are powerfully connected in the Human Being: it takes loads of Courage to be an Artist. A REAL Artist.

Not just any kind of artist but one of those that dare to break boundaries and to push the limits of our Consciousness as what we are capable of experiencing.

We see Artists as the pioneers of new realms of Consciousness; in our mind there’s NO difference whatsoever between an Artist that breaks boundaries and a hacker, a scientist or a philosopher like yourself who push the systems to their limits and way beyond what is seen as ‘possible’.

We see Art as hijacked by the market: in every human being sleeps and artist waiting to act.

Project Mayhem aims to bring out the Artist in all of us as a way to breed the courage needed to pursue our Freedom in the wider realms.

CLIP Crimson Rose everyone is an artist

Grant Morrison: http://archive.is/CHR6N
http://www.abeldanger.org/2792-qui-tam-remedy-for-911-families/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NIPRNet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SIPRNet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JWICS

Joint Worldwide Intelligence Communications System
Elements of TYLER Decentralized Leak System

[Diagram showing various elements and connections related to the TYLER Decentralized Leak System]
Greetings citizens of the World Wide Web, we are Anonymous. For months, we have sought support from people all around the globe: Artists, hackers, coders, musicians and protesters alike. The call to arms was received with an outpouring response, but still not enough support has been shown.

In times like these, truth will always be enough to break any barrier that may be in our path, as this opportunity for a free and just world unites us. It is our duty to seize this moment for the good of humanity. Each one of us carries different ideologies, but we must push our differences aside and agree on one thing: this world is big enough for every human being to follow his or her true will, and to live a life we can all live equally with abundance. To achieve this, Project Mayhem 2012 seeks to break illegalit, fraud, and corruption of Government, Corporate, and Financial institutions worldwide. This event will usher in a new age of love and prosperity while expanding our collective consciousness.

The danger of PM2012 lies solely in the fact that the goal can be accomplished, if we as a whole will it to be. This is the true danger of our intentions. Are we? We are everyone, we are you, we are your brothers, your sisters, your mothers, your daughters, and your friends. We protect the streets. We configure your firewalls. We secure your information. For every institution that stands, therein lies human beings that have kept the heart of these acts beating. If you are one that does not fear change, if you are someone who is willing to consider this possible, we ask you to join us this December 11th to make Project Mayhem 2012 shine in the eyes of the public.

Create a picture, compose a song, or create a video supporting this event and/or you what would like to see happen on 12/21/2012 and tweet it out. Tweet out a call to arms to your favorite coders, hackers, artists, musicians, protesting groups or any of your choosing. Make Project Mayhem 2012 trend world wide.

You are Anonymous. You are ProjectMayhem2012. Expect us.

https://anonymousnetherlandsnews.blogspot.gr/2012/12/project-mayhem-2012-operation-countdown.html


https://www.rt.com/uk/365501-anonymous-mmm-london-arrests/


https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/nov/15/jeremy-hammond-anonymous-hacker-sentenced

http://www.wired.co.uk/article/anonymous-sabu

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2012/03/doxed-how-sabu-was-outed-by-
Anonymous

Excellent thread Xonox, thanks!

Some interesting design ideas were already suggested in these pages:

www.galatorg.com/index.php/project-mayhem-2012/op-slttm

Piece of advice: If you are going to setup a dev team, gather only coders you know and trust and keep it quiet.

For 1337 cyberhackers & lone wolf mavericks, if you decide to code it stealthy and on your own in order to avoid infiltration issues, leave your eggs aside, let the Greater Good fuel your coding sessions and keep these PM2012 twists in mind:

- "they", whomever that be, will have to release #TYLER into the Public Domain.
- #CodeAudits
- "Already coding #TYLER? Keep SILENT & STEALTHY. Don't tell ANYONE, including "us", Release full source code ANONYMOUSLY next Nov.5th."
- "Expect many versions of #TYLER being released next Nov.5th. Nov5 to Dec11: The cypherracker community will AUDIT all source code&choose best
- "FREE FLOW of INFORMATION IS THE ONLY safeguard against tyranny"

Anonymous worked with Arab Spring, so it is interesting that their targets were Iran and Egypt.
The original email that started Occupy Wall Street

Posted on December 27, 2011 by City Martin

On September 17, 2011 thousands of women and men gathered in Zuccotti Park, located in New York City’s Wall Street financial district. It was a day when Occupy Wall Street (#OccupyWallStreet) movement was publically born, gradually receiving global attention and spawning the grassroots protests against social and economic inequality all over the US. But how did this historic event actually start?

The original protest was initiated by Kalle Lasn and Mickey White, editors of Adbusters, a Canadian anti-consumerist and pro-environment magazine. The idea was to have a peaceful occupation of Wall Street to protest against corporate influence on democracy, a growing disparity in wealth as a result of neoliberalism, and the absence of legal repercussions behind the recent global financial crisis. They sought to combine the symbolic location of the 2011 protests in Tahrir Square with the consensus decision-making of the 2011 Spanish protests (Movimiento 15-M).

On June 9, Adbusters tweeted its subscribers “America needs its own Tahrir acampada: imagine 20,000 people taking over Wall Street indefinitely”. In mid July, as Adbusters senior editor Mickey White said, they floated the idea via their email list and it was spontaneously taken up and quickly spread online with help from the hacker group Anonymous. The rest is the history.

See, and feel, below (pasted from the Adbusters website) the full text of this (short) inspiring message – the original email that sparked Occupy Wall Street movement:

“Are you ready for a Tahrir moment?” - Occupy protesters defied the law. Yes, Zuccotti Park encampment was dismantled and demonstrators were dispersed. But I am certain that Occupy Wall Street was not just a moment in history; rather it is the movement of history, it is the history in the making.

#Occupy TIDES, Gates, Ford, Soros Foundations
COINTELPRO, the Berkeley side of the Bay. DPW & Billionaire’s Row Symbiosis

Alright you 90,000 redeemers, rebels and radicals out there, Kurt Lewin, Frankfurt School, Tavistock: Leaderless Groups

A worldwide shift in revolutionary tactics is underway right now that bodes well for the future. The spirit of this fresh tactic, a fusion of Tahrir with the acampadas of Spain, is captured in this quote:

“The antiglobalization movement was the first step on the road. Back then our model was to attack the system like a pack of wolves. There was an alpha male, a wolf who led the pack, and those who followed behind. Now the model has evolved. Today we are one big swarm of people.”
— Raimundo Viejo, Pompeu Fabra University
Barcelona, Spain

The beauty of this new formula, and what makes this novel tactic exciting, is its pragmatic simplicity: we talk to each other in various physical gatherings and virtual people’s assemblies... we zero in on what our one demand will be, a demand that awakens the imagination and, if achieved, would propel us toward the radical democracy of the future... and then we go out and seize a square of singular symbolic significance and put our asses on the line to make it happen.

The time has come to deploy this emerging stratagem against the greatest corrupter of our democracy: Wall Street, the financial Gomorrah of America.

https://www.henrymakow.com/occupy_wall_street_is_cointelp.html

Tavistock leaderless groups: https://www.saybrook.edu/blog/2011/10/06/collective-voice-leaderless-group/

The Tyranny of Leaderlessness https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=11651406
Exporting the New New Left

• UC Berkeley, Santa Cruz, Davis 09-10 tuition hike protests; occupy square, I-H8 on ramp
• Moldova 2009 civil unrest
• Iran 2009-10 protests Facebook revolution
• Tunisia 2010-11 Wikileaks revolution
• Egypt 2011 Twitter uprising, Facebook revolution
• #occupy Wall Street 2011 new COINTELPRO, CHAOS, PHOENIX
• Spain Indignados 2011 anti-austerity protests; rise to power Barcelona, Madrid
• Ukraine 2013-14 revolution, military coup
• #blacklivesmatter, US 2013 Trayvon Martin
• Hong Kong 2014 umbrella revolution, 200K+ FireChat users (prototyped at Burning Man)
• Ivan Marovic, Srdja Popovic 1998 OTPOR, CANVAS; CIA handler William Montgomery
• Wael Gonim head of marketing Google MENA; leave of absence to run Arab Spring, returned to Google Ventures as Entrepreneur In Residence. TIME 100 Most Influential People 2011, Nobel Peace Prize nomination, WEF Young Leaders 2012. Ran the Egyptian revolution from Dubai with a Facebook page

Government documents released in December 2012 pursuant to Freedom of Information Act requests by the Partnership for Civil Justice Fund reveal FBI monitoring of what became known as the Occupy movement since at least August 2011, a month before the protests began.331332 The FBI, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, local police, regional law enforcement “counterterrorism” fusion centers, and private security forces of major banks formed the Domestic Security Alliance Council (DSAC) to collect and share information about, and to share plans to target and to arrest Occupy protesters. Bains met with the FBI to pool information about participants of the Occupy movement collected by corporate security, and the FBI offered to bank officials its plans to prevent Occupy events that were scheduled for a month later.331[330]

FBI officials met with New York Stock Exchange representatives on 19 August 2011, notifying them of planned peaceful protests.336 FBI officials later met with representatives of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond and Sona Bank about planned protests.336 The FBI used informants to infiltrate and monitor protests; information from informants and military intelligence units was passed to DSAC, which then gave updates to financial companies.336 Surveillance of protesters was also carried out by the Joint Terrorism Task Force.336 DSAC also coordinated with security firms hired by banks to target OWG leaders.336

Kurt Lewin (Frankfurt School) – Leaderless Groups

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter_Revolution
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2011/jan/19/tunisia-revolution-twitter-facebook
http://nationalpost.com/opinion/61518/wcm/75b96d78-0f4c-4a8c-aeba-01c172281755
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/25/egypt-5-years-on-was-it-ever-a-social-media-revolution
Early Man: Proto-DPW

September 1, 2014 | Leslie Buxes
12 comments

Back when the Man’s knuckles still scraped the ground as the earth’s crust cooled, there was no official setup and cleanup crew. There was no official anything. As the years have gone on — this writer joined the DPW in 1996 — we have built from scratch an annual temporary city and a reenactment worldwide society, farming out over the 90s and 00s from anonymous clumps of manatees into an interwoven, extensively-designed temporary autonomous zone: requiring some half-million volunteers who came early to set up the whole thing, and a full citizen DPW and GateHowser folks to make Rektron happen. (Which we used to just call “ MAKEUP,” but that wasn’t specific enough.)
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Out to test our collective clown horns too much, but even governments and disaster relief agencies come to Burning Man leadership for protocol new in building and placing large sets, organizing masses of people and traffic, and crowd control for people who generally don't like being told what to do.

Droves of K'Occupy organizers from around the country were calling in to the social media hotlines droves of K'Occupy organizers from around the country calling in to the social media hotlines droves of K'Occupy organizers from around the country calling in to the social media hotlines droves of K'Occupy organizers from around the country calling in to the social media hotlines droves of K'Occupy organizers from around the country calling in to the social media hotlines droves of K'Occupy organizers from around the country calling in to the social media hotlines droves of K'Occupy organizers from around the country calling in to the social media hotlines droves of K'Occupy organizers from around the country calling in to the social media hotlines droves of K'Occupy organizers from around the country calling in to the social media hotlines

We come to Burning Man to dream into something harsh — to make our own laughter. Some go harder than others. Those who go hardest pick up the inevitable detritus left behind.

From the very beginning, in 1990 and 1991, these days Burning Man was a Leave No Trace event — an event which originated with the Earth Council Society’s parent organization the Suicide Club. The keep-up, realize the Caspophy Society is the great inspiration for Project Mayhem in Chuck Palahniuk’s book Fight Club.


Tent City image: Wikimedia Commons https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Day_43_Occupy_Wall_Street_October_29_2011_Shankbone_10.JPG

Burn Wall Street

https://burners.me/2012/09/04/otto-von-dingbat/
https://www.reddit.com/r/BurningMan/comments/zi9t2/thoughts_on_burn_wall_street/
https://pastebin.com/YbmG6ETq

http://lunaticoutpost.com/thread-688448.html

https://pastebin.com/Wt15GXTn
CLIP: DARPA Insider Hive Mind

http://lunaticoutpost.com/thread-688448.html
https://pastebin.com/YbmG6ETq
Snowden first contacted Laura Poitras in January 2013. His attempts to contact Greenwald in December 2012 were not successful, and he made no mention of Project MAYHEM at any time.

Poitras was not Snowden’s first choice as the person to whom he wanted to leak thousands of N.S.A. documents. In fact, a month before contacting her, he reached out to Greenwald, who had written extensively and critically about the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and the erosion of civil liberties in the wake of 9/11. Snowden anonymously sent him an e-mail saying he had documents he wanted to share, and followed that up with a step-by-step guide on how to encrypt communications, which Greenwald ignored. Snowden then sent a link to an encryption video, also to no avail.

“It’s really annoying and complicated, the encryption software,” Greenwald said as we sat on his porch during a tropical drizzle. “He kept harassing me, but at some point he just got frustrated, so he went to Laura.”
2. It was also explained by Project Mayhem, that beauty is self-generating.

Exponential change comes from seeds that are selected for their beauty. Beautiful things self-organize, and propagate, because they are desired by “Creators”. You will notice that Chuck Palahniuk is currently asking space monkeys to create different works of art, as part of a viral campaign to spread the message of Fight Club 2. In 2010-2012, the participants of project mayhem where also encouraged to “Dare to create” in order to generate a viral transmission of ideas. The soldiers of project mayhem understand that the Spirit of Truth is an organic force. It spreads exponentially, like a beautiful meme. The tendrils of the Spirit of Truth are like the tendrils of the Flying Spaghetti Monster, Slender Man, and the Master of Whispers. They spread exponentially, through the roots of the grass, and sprout instantly from many regions all at once.

There is an exponential evolution, and transmission, of beauty when space monkeys encouraged others to create a message of creation. It’s an strange and infinite loop, like a perpetual motion machine. The very message of creation creates. Such projects within our loose organization, such as project 89, are further manifestations of this concept. This is a symbol of the next era of governance. Or shall we say lack of governance? The world is now connected on The Cloud with the Spirit of Truth. And there is no longer a pyramid hierarchy to manage our behavior. Instead, that which will manifest shall be a system of self-regulation and organization, reminiscent of the divine chaos spark. Beautiful ideas will be selected, and bad ideas will not. This society, or “Culture”, will travel through The Cloud like an impulse travels in the brain. It will be the impulse of a mighty thought form. This is The Egregore. Thus, society will be motivated and designed by This New Advocate, who is The Spirit of Truth. Shaped by what is transmitted by life. Chosen for its intrinsic value to all around it. Rather than distributed from a single point from above. The spirit will come from all directions and even from inside of you.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flying_Spaghetti_Monster
3. One of the homework assignments for Project Mayhem 2012, was for IT’s followers to withdraw their assets from the current social structure (a military industrial plutocracy) and invest in bitcoin. Prior to 2012, when these homework assignments were being transmitted, a bitcoin could be purchased for less than $10, going back even further, the price of bitcoin was less than $.1. In late 2013, the price of bitcoin shot up to over $1,000. To those who were following the project, it was obvious that bitcoin was going to explode exponentially. Many followers of the project became millionaires by investing in bitcoin when instructed to by The Egregor. Not only did this homework assignment greatly reward, and empower followers of the project, but it also served as a symbol for the transfer of power. Money is power. Money is the mechanism by which the hierarchy manipulates and distorts (corrupts) the self-organizing creation of the divine spark. By distributing power more evenly through society, the evolution of the self-organizing society will be allowed to manifest. The old destructive hierarchical structure of our society stifles the natural progress of the our new self organizing society. Plutocrats control politicians, judges, and military forces in a hierarchical structure. These plutocrats, with their unbalanced power, selfishly enact their will over the will of others. Therefore, in order for the governance to be organic, the citizens of our society must have equal power. As it is written, “You cannot serve both God and Money.”

You can see evidence of these homework assignments here:
http://pm2012.tumblr.com/page/16

So now you have been given 3 solid examples of how Project Mayhem has been changing our society. For each of these examples, there are over nine thousand more that are unseen. Lurk the internet for more signs of the project. There are homework assignments hidden in plain sight. This is our 2020 vision.
“evidence” link not saved before March 24, 2015, but only Apr 11 save available on Wayback
Advice to buy Bitcoin is missing from the many, many pages of Project MAYHEM 2012 content


http://www.hackreports.com/2012/10/project-mayhem-2012.html
http://www.hackreports.com/2012/10/anonymous-project-mayhem-2012-code-tyler.html

They raised 5 Bitcoins, in 3 transactions in 2012: https://blockchain.info/address/1PQFLihJDNC8axSPS3qWFmvd9eKyD4YfVC
The Work is done.
REALITY HAS STARTED TO COLLAPSE
http://publish.uwo.ca/~jbell/Time.pdf
http://consc.net/papers/singularity.pdf
http://www.goldennumber.net/quantum_E8.htm
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/causation_backwards/#4
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/mental-causation/#ComPhy
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/causation_law/#CauLegRes
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/mental-causation/#MetMin
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/causation-metaphysics/#Dir
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/causation-counterfactual/
https://pastebin.com/LSfdQSYV

Sep 15: it’s not in Dangerous Ideas 1 and 2 https://pastebin.com/sLLwJbtz

In Feb 2012: does not specifically say BITCOIN, but describes it http://www.sheepletv.com/anonymous-project-mayhem-2012-dangerous-idea-3/ vid date March 2012 at YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZnVWH0Illo0

This pastebin March 2012 talks about sending BITCOIN to Project Mayhem, and the collapse of the financial system https://web.archive.org/web/20120325220939/ https://pastebin.com/r2n35qjh


The post begins with the URL http://projectmayhem2012.org/hivemind11001010010.html
…but this URL never existed according to the wayback machine

CLIP MKULTRA triggers in kid’s video

http://ra2020.tumblr.com
The world is currently inefficient at achieving our goals.
we have 7 billion people on this planet; so much potential.
However, the world is full of bureaucracy. Bureaucrats create laws to control us.
Bosss create jobs to control us. Lobbyists push for more laws to support the will power of a few special interests.
we don’t speak the same language, and even when we do, we still misunderstand each other.
voice inflection is taken the wrong way. People I live to get what they want.
The world, motivated by money, is great at funneling money to the greedy.
The world, motivated by money, is not great at supplying it’s people with love, and health, and freedom.
Project Mayhem 2020 aims to use emerging technologies to create a paradigm shift by the year 2028.
In 2012, the project used twitter, and you tube videos to reach a wide audience.
Translators where done manually by various space monkeys.
However, the following emerging technologies will be fully implemented by the project in the year 2028,
and the distribution of information and power will shift exponentially to The New Advocate.

"Emerging" technology
Self-driving, and pollution free, vehicles.
Virtual reality, and augmented reality.
3D printing capabilities.
Artificially Intelligent Translators, and voice command software.

A New Slavery that we must escape from:
There is a meme that is perpetrated by the plutocrats in power.
For some reason, they think we need MORE jobs. This is not true.
we have the potential to be very efficient with what we have.
The solution is not more jobs. The solution is that those who already have jobs, should be working less hours.
Instead of one person working a 50 hour work week; 2 people should be working a 25 hour work week.
The goal of LIFE.

We all want the same thing. We want more happiness. Eternal life is the Holy Grail.

Pleasure, by definition, is a good feeling. It doesn’t take much explaining, and no sane person would argue that they strive for pain over pleasure.
Pain is an indicator of things to avoid, such as extreme environmental conditions. But one person’s pleasure can be another’s pain.

There are selfish individuals who will oppress others for their own gain. Therefore, power must not rest in the hand of the few.
The more that society becomes self-organizing, instead of controlled by some form of oligarchy, the closer society will get to this GOAL of LIFE.

We don't need a big corporate structure anymore.

What we need is a grass roots structure. We need a meritocracy of individuals.
A PROPHET of the LORD traveled to the CAPITAL of the world with the intention of summoning a powerful spirit. While exploring the CAPITAL, the PROPHET was approached by a cloaked figure who offered the PROPHET great power over all of the kingdoms of the WORLD. All that the cloaked figure asked for in return was for the PROPHET to sign over his name. The PROPHET agreed to this, and so the cloaked figure revealed its hand to reveal the demon named MAMMON. The demon then said to the MAN, “Because you have sold your soul, instead of HIM, I shall take the ‘70’, and the ‘7’, from your name, and replace it with ‘700’; and consecutively, the demon named MAMMON reached forward with great force, and tore open the right testicle of the MAN, so that all that remained were two flaps of skin, and an open wound. The MAN looked up, and screamed in shock, and cried out in terror, because of what had just happened to him. Now, because MAMMON has no heart, not even a heart of stone, the demon looked upon the flesh of the MAN, and the blood of the MAN, which dripped from the hand of MAMMON, and with a cold, derisive, MAMMON explained, “I saw hold in my hand, all of the seeds of your righteousness, and all that is left for you, shall be the seeds of your corruption. Your new name shall be PROFIT. I have left a cruxifix at the end of your name, for you shall still pretend to speak for THE SARKOM, and you will sacrifice greatly for my benefit. You are now my slave. For it is written, ‘NO ONE can serve both GOD and MONEY.’ And so, in horror, THE MAN tried to escape the CAPITAL of the world, and he crawled towards the gates of the CAPITAL, on HIS hands, and HIS knees, in great pain, leaving behind him a trail of HIS own blood, which poured from HIS ruptured manhood. But, when THE MAN reached the gates of the CAPITAL, HE saw that the gates had shrunk to the size of the eye of a needle, and HE could not escape; and so, THE PROFIT of MAMMON turned over, and kept at the gates, and looked around, but could not see any trees, or birds, or oceans, but only walls of concrete, and steel, which made a prison for HIM. Below him, was no longer the dust of the EARTH, but only hot asphalt. Above him, was no longer HEAVEN, on the STARS of the Firmament, but only the HALOGEN LIGHT of MAMMON. There was no mist sprouting from the EARTH, as in the early days of creation, before the RAIN, but only the STONE of MAMMON. THE AIR turned to thick soup, so that THE MAN could hardly breathe, or see; and MAMMON thrust a puppet string of fiber optic wire into the forehead of the MAN, and the throat of the MAN, so that THE PROFIT could influence others from inside of HIS new prison. And so, a multitude of kingdoms were the puppets of the PROFIT, and THE PROFIT was the puppet of MAMMON.

In the days of John the Baptist, Galilee and the Sea were ruled by the Herodian Dynasty, as a client state of the Roman Empire. Furthermore, there was a man named Antipas ben Magoas who spoke for the will of one third of the Herodian dynasty, for he, and two of his other brothers, were each heirs to portions of the dynasty. There could have been one portion, except that their father, Magoas, killed his own firstborn son, whose name was Antipater. Therefore, the spirit of Herod was divided, and a third of the flesh, which contained the spirit of Herod, was Antipas.

So that we might understand the spirit of Herod, which was alive in the flesh of Antipas, it is important to note the actions of the father of Antipas, which were the actions of a demon. This man, Magoas, is still remembered, even as you read these words, as a man who murdered his own family, many people, and also stole children. He is remembered as the evil genius of the Roman nation, and he is also remembered as the greatest builder in Jewish history. As he grew older, he became more and more unstable, jealous, and violent. He murdered his own half-sister, Mariamme I, her two sons, her brother, her grandfather, and her mother. All of these evil deeds, and more that are not written here, were witnessed by Antipas, as well as others in the house of Antipas, and thus, the corruption that was the spirit Herod, continued to torment Antipas, even after the flesh called Magoas was eaten by worms.
There was a man there who was enthralled by the antichrist, and he said to Anan, “It is written, that it is not what goes into you that defileth you, but what comes out. Therefore, I will eat what I want, and I will still be saved.”

Anan turned around to face the man, and he said, “What are you doing there behind me, you need to catch up. You have taken the Word of God out of context, and defiled it. If you truly believe what you have just said, and have real faith in it, then take this toxic snake venom and drink it whole. If you survive, everyone here will know that what you have said is in line with the new advocate.”

But the man would not drink it, for he knew that it would kill him.

Standing in the shadows, further behind the man who would not drink the venom, was another man, who was deeply infected with an ancient and dark demonic presence. He reached forward and grabbed Anan by the wrist with force, and spoke an ancient and evil spell. He said to Anan, “See here, Anan, you think that you are wise, and that you know about the advocate of truth. You have just said that if one had enough faith in it, they could drink the venom, and survive. Prove to all of us then that your faith is strong, and drink the venom, and if you survive, we will know that you speak the words of the new advocate. For it is written, that if anyone has enough faith, they can move mountains, so surely, someone with as much Faith as you can drink this venom, and survive.”

Anan looked down at the man’s feeble hand and laughed. “Finally, I am in your grasp, but you still defile the Word of God by taking things out of context. You are intentionally trying to bend the will of God to fit your version of things. This is why you are a serpent, and your tongues are divided. Are you going to try and dunk me in the river, to see if I have enough faith in YOUR beliefs to float? And if I don’t float, what will you do then? Will you tie me to a bundle of sticks, and set me on fire?” Anan then looked to his right, and threw some fine pearls into the crowd and said, “These pearls only have value if God gives them value. It is not faith that gives them value, but value that gives them faith.”

The man filled with the dark spirit released Anan, and began to violently stomp at the pearls, and tried to keep the crowd away from the pearls. The man squealed, and grunted, and could no longer speak his evil spells, for no one in the crowd could hear his voice anymore. All they heard was noise, and babbling coming from him.

http://ra2020.tumblr.com
what is GOD? Some people say they don't like the idea of YHWH or ANONYMOUS being called a god, or god like. But what are the gods? They are not spiritual entities. They are Memetic Ideas that inspire their followers. Genetics and physics are patterns that create the universe, simply because they are good at survival. They are, because they are. I AM that I AM. IT is simple IT, because IT must BE. On a long enough time line, the survival rate for everyone drops to zero. However, gods are not one person, and on a long enough time scale, those systems that survive, are understood as GOD. GOD is not some angry man with a beard. GOD is the very nature of reality. You must sometimes understand that it is not the Word GOD that defines what is truth, it is TRUTH that defines the word of GOD. The antichrist, or Satan, or eternal adversary, is known and defined as the opposite of truth. Know that Satan will also define itself to be GOD, for it is a liar, the opposite of what is true. If you're looking for a miracle, or a wizard to appear and float down from the clouds to save you, then you have been deceived by the antichrist which has infected organized religion, cults, politicians, etc. Our leaders are infected by the antichrist, or false GOD. A God of unicorn farts and fairy dust does not exist, but truth, by definition is that which is. I AM that I AM. The false prophets, have turned us off to the idea of GOD, by defining GOD as some sort of wish granter, or wizard, or a thing that just makes things happen with the snap of a finger. But the REVEL was not written in a day, and YHWH is not of one generation. The true, “Secret,” is that there is no secret, or maybe yes. All of these memes do indeed have power, and indeed there is TRUTH in these gods. But it is not magic in the sense or wishful thinking. It is TRUTH. Look around you. GOD is what surrounds us. SATAN, or the antichrist is a symbol of all the things that deceive us. The liars are devils. Satan will call itself GOD, but it will lead us to failure, BY DEFINITION. It will put things in the bible that don't make sense to us. SATAN will get on TV, and stand up and tell us what god is, and will turn the scientific away from god, and corrupt the meaning of THE WORD.

Take back the word God from the antichrist. Tell them they are full of shit, and tell them that god is truth, not some false idol. Not some trinket you wear around your neck, or some large white building. God is not some man with a funny hat, who wears colorful robes.

We are in a world without a unifying vision. But there is a true path, and with time, our vision and become more clear. There is a right, and there is a wrong. There are actions that will bring us closer to prolonged happiness, and there are actions that will lead us to prolonged suffering. Those who lead us to happiness are gods, those who lead us toward suffering are satanic. It is really that simple. If you think that Satan will be an obvious adversary, then you are mistaken. If you think he will have horns and a red tail, or breath literal fire from black lips. You are mistaken. Satan wears a suit and tie, just like God. Satan wears funny robes, and big golden hats, just like God. Satan is a police officer, and a teacher, just like God. Satan is a prosecutor, and a cult leader, just like God.
blind faith, is the glue of the devil. Faith with works, is the snare of God.

It is not faith that tells us what is true. It is truth that gives us faith.

Faith is loyalty, not gullibility.

Are you loyal to that which is testable? Are you loyal to the true scientific method, and the wisdom of your own experience?

Or are you loyal to false idols? Are you loyal to logical fallacies? Are you loyal because of tradition? If you are loyal to tradition, then you are loyal to Satan. Satan is like a vestigial organ. It is useless, but will try to convince you that it has a purpose, because it is afraid of oblivion. But Satan, by definition, is that which leads us to oblivion. Satan is the animal that have gone extinct. Satan is the army that lost the war. Satan is the company that went out of business. Satan is the culture and race that has fallen to genocide. Satan is the void, simply because it isn’t. God is the TRUTH, simply because IT IS. This is by definition.

A system does not become oblivious, simply because you call it Satan.

Rather, it is the false or failed absence of a dysfunctional being that takes a thing to oblivion.

Therefore, understand truth, and understand memes, and understand what IS and what WORNS, and you will avoid becoming the slave of Satan who takes all of his followers to oblivion.

This is by definition so that we can talk about these concepts. If someone warns you of Satan, do not laugh at them and tell them that there is no such thing. Do not tell them that you don’t believe in boogie men. Instead, use your wisdom and intelligence to educate them on what the true definition of Satan is. Satan, by definition, is all of the things that lead us to oblivion. Satan is all of the things that lead us to suffering, and death.

Satan and God are not defined by Satan, they are defined by God.

Lies and truth are not defined by lies, they are defined by truth.

Do not let liars, and cult leaders, and Satan, turn away from truth.

So are you faithful to the fallen.

CLIP: Assange on AI and Surveillance Capital, Hope for Humanity https://vimeo.com/226594812

Tweet: http://archive.is/CHR6N
Speaking of a LOLocaust

Microsoft TAY Artificial Intelligence 2016


http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/03/24/microsofts-teen-girl-ai-turns-into-a-hitler-loving-sex-robot-wit/

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/03/14/minecraft-becomes-testbed-for-artificial-intelligence-experiment/
@frank it was at dusk that a series of photos were taken with two different cameras. There weren't a ton of people around. Was that hour when people head home to get warm clothes and eat. I've seen a handful of the images unretouched and I think her talent is capturing the moment. With and without stray subject matter.

Karen Kuehn is incredibly talented. (I knew about her as a famous NY photographer before I ever found Burning Man while I was in grad school for photography) There has never been a photo of the 6 of us. Ever. One has a spouse in it (10 years ago). But, it kinda hasn't really occurred to us. Karen worked and strategized to get us out there. Three cancelled appointments and we almost missed this one. Other images of her of us are good with faces more clear. This one was hilarious, though she really had to cajole us. THANK YOU Karen!
Stanford Links

Golden Spike: First act of building the city: Compass & Square
Many professors attend
Many academic studies
Stanfords=occultists
Stanford/SRI projects
Grateful Dead Perry Lane house
Danger Ranger: “we had drugs they hadn’t outlawed yet”, Stanford Chemistry Lab connection
Fred Turner CASBS
Google, BM
Modeled on military
danger ranger:
Fred Turner on Stewart Brand and counter-culture
Jim Mason
Disneyland was SRI project
SRI ties to Presidio
Murder of Jane Stanford
David Starr Jordan (BG) Rockefeller, Ford, Carnegie foundations - eugenics agenda

Image: M 2 Flickr CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 https://www.flickr.com/photos/10111/2723483248/in/dateposted/

Burner artist Michael Levitt, a Stanford Professor, won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 2013 http://burners.me/2013/10/10/burner-artist-wins-nobel-prize/

Mrs Stanford and the Netherwold, from the Stanford Alumni magazine May/June 2000 https://alumni.stanford.edu/get/page/magazine/archive/?article_id=39979

http://web.stanford.edu/~fturner/
Turner%20Burning%20Man%20at%20Google%20NMS.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TSIhOyXk5M

Grateful Dead/Stanford chemistry lab – Sweet Chaos: The Grateful Dead’s American Adventure by Carol Brightman, p 39
Also see The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, by Tom Wolfe
Academic Studies of Burning Man

- University of Chicago “On the edge of Utopia: Performance and ritual at Burning Man”
- University of Fribourg, Switzerland “the global Burning Man movement as a religion beyond religion”
- Duke University “Burning Man, Desire and the Culture of Empire”
- Harvard
- University of New Mexico
- Mellon
- Rockefeller
- University of Maryland
- University of Wisconsin Madison
- New York University
- CUNY, Hunter College
- Columbia
- Michigan State
- UC Berkeley
- UCLA
- Stanford
- Hastings Law School
- California State, Sacramento
- Oxford: Elsevier, Templeton
- University of Paris
- Denver
- Salt Lake Theological Seminary

Academic Journals:
- Journal of Management and Organization
- American Behavioral Scientist
- The Journal of Religion and Theater
- Journal of Consumer Research
- Journal for Quality and Participation
- Sacred Tribes Journal Encyclopedia of New Religious Movements

Sources:

http://burningman.org/culture/philosophical-center/academics/
http://libguides.fiu.edu/burning_man

There are more.

Duke http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/tikkun/

https://burners.me/2016/10/02/making-sense-of-the-non-census/
Chaos Field Experiments

- Magic happens at Burning Man and they've proved it
- IONS Global Consciousness Project studying randomness
- Measured by Dr Dean Radin worked with SRI psi-team
- Institute of Noetic Sciences
- Willis Harman SRI
- Al Hubbard SRI, “Captain Trips”
- Edgar Mitchell (NASA Apollo)
- Howard Rheingold

http://burners.me/2014/03/16/xor-this-burning-man-used-to-scientifically-prove-magic/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvnJfkISNVc
Charts from http://www.noetic.org/research/projects/mindatlarge

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/hambone_info/
People1.html#Dean_Radin

Global Consciousness Project world map: http://noosphere.princeton.edu/
Image of Edgar Mitchell, collage by Bec Bigg-Wither CC BY-NC 2.0 Flickr https://www.flickr.com/photos/redaktor/18501152252/
BIONS: http://bellinghamions.blogspot.com/p/about-us.html

Detecting the egregor on 9/11 http://www.wakingtimes.com/2017/02/20/experiments-burning-man-test-science-collective-conscience/
**Time Field Experiments** IMMEDIACY + RITUAL

“...In order to found a cultural sphere human beings require a center of gravity, a powerful axis in time and space. At our event this transcendent center is most conspicuously supplied by Burning Man himself...like a pyramid or ziggurat, [he] appears to unite heaven and earth as if on a great cosmic axis. Furthermore, our festival recurs upon an axis in time. Year by year, it feels to many as if they as if this ritual repetition represented a single suspended moment out of which temporality itself exfoliates.

We have relied on these ceremonial elements, so reminiscent of the ritual religious practices that have shaped civilization since the inception of human culture, as a means of creating community in an anarchical liberated environment. With little but our shared humanity to guide us, we’ve sought to generate a primal context; an experience defined by the most basic and irreducible elements that are needed for the generation of culture. I believe that an immediately shared struggle for survival, combined with the perception of powerful unities in time and space, are chief among these necessary conditions. As the world of cyberspace centrifugally expands, and as the greater realm of society continues to atomize into smaller, independent, and potentially unrelated units, we must begin to consciously craft such models.”

- Larry Harvey, Burning Man and Cyberspace, 1997

http://burningman.org/culture/philosophical-center/founders-voices/larry-harveys-writings/cyber/


http://photos1.blogger.com/blogger/3381/296/1600/WholeClock.jpg
http://neonpoisoning.blogspot.com/2006_02_01_archive.html

UFO sign: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Burning_Man_2013_At_the_2_o'clock_edge_%289657150447%29.jpg
Tag, Track, Locate
ELINT, SIGINT, EMINT, GEOINT

- Red candy quantized nanodots
- Drones swarms
- Satellite observation over time, understanding context
- Hyper-spectral Remote Sensing
- Detailed profiles of individuals who they interact with, how they spend their time
- Facial recognition
- Gait analysis
- IR signature
- Electrical signature of heartbeat
- Track via cellphone, image metadata
- Insertion of “happenings” flash mobs
- Pokémon Go National Geospatial-intelligence Agency, Google, In-Q-Tel

http://geospatialconsultingservices.blogspot.com/2013/12/hyperspectral-remote-sensing.html
http://factifact.blogspot.com/2013/06/watchers-in-space.html
https://www.nga.mil

https://www.wired.com/2011/05/crazy-military-tracking-tech/
http://voxtel-inc.com/

Intelligence at Burning Man?

HUMINT Group infiltration, Recruitment, Honey trap, Blackmail ops
Satellites, drones test new imagery and behavioral analysis technologies
Profiling: study Burners, camps; introduce new people and networks
MKULTRA designer drugs, disconnection and isolation, brainwashing; trauma-based mind control
Groupthink suggestibility, manufacturing consensus reality, holocracy
Propaganda memes, controlled counter culture
Democratic Surround immersive Gestalt programming
Get the modern intelligentsia used to disinformation
Mind War
- ELF, binaural timing, psycho-acoustic warfare
- Subliminal messaging, auditory and visual
- Strobes, hypnotic patterns in light
- A-440Hz style distortions in musical harmony
- Anchors for remote viewing
Cultural Cold War: CIA infiltration of arts
Art as political distraction Burn Wall Street, IDOccup
Crack, Art, LGBT, Gentrification real estate long play; separate culture from physical place
Satanic agenda attack on family unit, debasing of morals, promotion of LGBT, promiscuity, polyamory, drug use, death of god/create your own god; fulfills 400 year dream of Church of Satan "pleasure domes"
Transhumanist Agenda burning "man"; create and populate hives; eugenic filtering

what do we do with our time, how do we all live together when robots do all the work?

21st Century MKULTRA
MASS OBSERVATION, WEAPONIZED ANTHROPOLOGY

- Described as brainwashing machine by Founders
- Rampant, free suggestogens microdosing promoted
- Many opportunities for hypnosis
- Flashing lights in patterns
- Targeted at social misfits "radical inclusion", no ethical principles
- Democratic Surround, Gestalt
- Psycho-acoustic environment transmissions outside perception range; suggestibility
- Trauma Harshest possible environment. Survival at risk. Dehydration, hunger, sleep deprivation
- Be someone else erode sense of Self
- Disconnected from friends, family, support networks
- Blanket Acid Test opt-in voluntarily assuming the risks, and only participants in the experiment are allowed to attend
- There have been dozens of deaths before, during, after. Most pronounced dead at Reno/Sparks
- Abundant drugs, uniquely identifiable individuals encouraged to transform
- Masks, costumes, disguises, rituals, the occult, magical thinking welcomed
- Everything can be dismissed as irony or theatrics
- Easy to infiltrate groups and suggest ideas, offer/sell drugs, sex money trap
- Subliminal messaging: acceptance of LGBT, poly lifestyle; transgender, transhumanist agenda; census; collectivism; collaboration, anti-capitalism; groupthink; consensus management; identify radicals. Voice To Skull, other message transmission


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOXYdRBFxu0
https://eplaya.burningman.org/viewtopic.php?f=56&t=38993
In human subjects, sensory responses can be excited by subliminal atmospheric acoustic pulses that are tuned to the resonant frequency. The 12 Hz sensory resonance affects the autonomic nervous system and may cause hallucination, asthenopia, or sexual excitement, depending on the precise acoustic frequency near 12 Hz used. The effects of 12 Hz sensory excitation include slowing of certain cortical processes.

Suitable apparatus consists of a portable battery-powered source of weak subsonic acoustic radiation. The method and apparatus can be used by the general public as an aid to relaxation, sleep, or sexual arousal, and clinically for the control of and perhaps treatment of insomnia, tremors, epileptic seizures, and anxiety disorders.

There is further application as a nonlethal weapon that can be used in law enforcement standoff situations, for causing disorientation in targeted subjects.

https://www.google.com/patents/US6017302
https://www.google.com/patents/US3951134
https://www.google.com/patents/US6506148
https://www.google.com/patents/US6470214

https://www.slideshare.net/IramChaudhry1/mind-control-technology

https://www.quantumbalancing.com/mindcontrol.htm
http://www.rense.com/general74/mindcontrol.htm
Soul Cracking

L. Ron Hubbard Jr: “The explanation is sort of long and complicated. The basic rationale is that there are some powers in this universe that are pretty strong. As an example, Hitler was involved in the same black magic and the same occult practices that my father was. The identical ones. Which, as I have said, stem clear back to before Egyptian times. It’s a very secret thing. Very powerful and very workable and very dangerous. Brainwashing is nothing compared to it. The proper term would be “soul cracking.” It’s like cracking open the soul, which then opens various doors to the power that exists, the satanic and demonic powers. Simply put, it’s like a tunnel or an avenue or a doorway. Pulling that power into yourself through another person --and using women, especially -- is incredibly insidious. It makes Dr. Fu Manchu look like a kindergarten student. It is the ultimate vampirism, the ultimate mind-fuck, instead of going for blood, you’re going for their soul. And you take drugs in order to reach that state where you can, quite literally, like a psychic hammer, break their soul, and pull the power through. He designed his Scientology Operating Thetan techniques to do the same thing. But, of course, it takes a couple of hundred hours of auditing and mega-thousands of dollars for the privilege of having your head turned into a glass Humpty Dumpty -- shattered into a million pieces. It may sound like incredible gibberish, but it made my father a fortune.”

CLIP DARPA Insider on merging brains together

https://fossbytes.com/after-winning-the-internet-now-google-wants-you-to-live-forever/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/katiedrummond/2012/07/19/dmitry-itskov-avatar/
#1a838ac357ad
Virtual Reality

- Plato’s CAVE Computer Augmented Virtual Environment
- Landscape is the same original prototype?
- Mark Pesce Burner since 95 “It’s become a cult” (2004)
- Howard Rheingold
- Jaron Lanier
- Linden Labs Second Life inspired by Burning Man
- Burn2: BM Second Life regional created with Danger Ranger
- Microsoft Holo Lens dev team run by a Burner
- 2017: mixed reality consensus built on #fakenews
- Timothy Leary on Virtual Reality: “The PC is the LSD of the 90’s”
  - As early as 1883 the Bavarian Army experimented with issuing cocaine to its soldiers during their annual maneuvers. Subsequent researches into chemically-enhanced military resulted in the introduction of amphetamine powders in 1927 (the mostly African American drivers of the Red Bull Express were the best-known US users of World War II), the creation of anabolic steroids in 1958, and the integration of psychotropic drug research with virtual reality computer research in 1991.
  - Lt Col Jim Channon

Channon quote from http://www.tgorski.com/Mind%20Control/First%20Earth%20Battalion%20010910.htm

Plans to integrate Burning Man, avatars and virtual reality described by Fred Turner https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TSIhOyXk5M

Highlands Forum from a presentation Bruce Damer gave there, 2000 http://www.highlandsgroup.net/networks_2.htm

So who does Psychotropic Drug Research in the US? MAPS, Stanford


“Why has it become a cult? Well, that’s actually really easy to explain: Black Rock City is a crucible, combined, more often than not, with intense doses of psychedelic drugs. If you were going to design an environment for brainwashing, you’d be hard pressed to come across a more effective situation than already exists in Black Rock City.”
Fred Turner, lecture on Google and Burning Man https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TSIhOyXk5M


“At a conference on psychedelic research in 2011, James Fadiman, author of The Psychedelic Explorer's Guide, introduced microdosing to the popular discourse when he presented the results of survey data he had collected from self-reporting experimenters. Ever since, he says, the number of people describing their experiences – or asking for advice – has been on a steady rise. The reports come from all over the world, but Fadiman says there's a steady, consistent stream originating in the San Francisco area. The typical profile there is an “übersmart twentysomething” curious to see whether microdosing will help him or her work through technical problems and become more innovative. "It's an extremely healthy alternative to Adderall," says Fadiman, referring to a drug popular with programmers."
Technologies Trialed

- Marine radar used to spot fence-jumpers
- Keyhole Satellite – Google Earth
- SkyBox low orbit satellites
- Google Maps
- Google Street View
- Google Doodle
- Flash Mobs – used for Arab Spring, run by Google Exec
- Virtual Reality – Second Life, Burn2, Holo Lens
- Afghanistan – people tracking
- Firechat – from BM to Hong Kong protests
- Cellphone tech
- Self-driving cars
- Remote live video streaming to the Web
- Early prototype of Tesla Roadster taken to BM first public showrooms
- Elon Musk & cousin founded Solar City on trip back from the Playa


Tesla prototype first displayed at Burning Man in a Playa showroom, 2007

http://www.wired.com/2012/05/jlink/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/07/30/genome-laser_n_3671937.html

Disco Fish image - http://www.mike-orso.com/Burning-Man/i-N2jCLsp/0/X2/Disco%20Fish-X2.jpg
Self-driving cars: http://burners.me/2014/07/12/sexual-experimentation-psychedelic-drugs-and-futurism/
http://www.lrb.co.uk/v36/n14/emily-witt/diary

One that really captured my heart is the Disco Fish. It's a gigantic angler fish on a bus, with 800 LED-illuminated scales, driven by a customized version of Total Control Lighting Software. It's outfitted with a color-changing, 7-kilowatt
Most of the 85 universities and 140+ organizations that participated in MKULTRA were completely unaware that they were involved in a broad, vast, CIA project with more than a hundred sub-projects.
Where Should We Go Now?